The fast growth of the exchange traffic in medical imagery on the Internet justifies the creation of adapted tools guaranteeing the quality and the confidentiality of the information while respecting the legal and ethical constraints, specific to this field. The joint usage of steganography and cryptography brings an efficient solution, whose implementation in medical routine is realistic, thanks to the current progress in data processing (broad band Internet access and grid computing).
Introduction
The current needs in medical imaging security comes mainly from the development of the traffic on Internet (tele-expertise, telemedicine) and to establishment of medical personal file [1] . Among all possibilities it is interesting to work on the messages concealment in the image itself, then regarded as a medium coverage.
Objective
Insert in a medical image 2D black and white of any modality, a hidden message with all information identification (the radiologist and patient), historical of record, parameters of examination (nature, location, diagnosis and comments of the radiologist). Ideal characteristics sought:
1) Access, in reception, at the original image, without alteration or loss of information
2) The method used for the encryption must resist to attacks.
3) The hidden message must be, in reception, readable by the holder of the key.
This group of ideal conditions, with contradictory's imperatives, will be practically never satisfied. However; the proposed methods must be realized with objectives neighboring of these limits.
Features Specific Constraints in Medical Imagery
1) Need to use standards [2] 2) Respect of legislation 3) Rapidity and simplicity of implantation 4) Compatibility with JPEG compression It is important to note that, in medical imagery domain, the compression, to be truly operational, shall keep useful information for the diagnosis and should relate essentially optimization of acquisition parameters, noise reduction and elimination of temporal redundancies.
Steganography
The steganography (Greek steganos: Covered and Graphein: Write) is the art hide a message in a medium coverage (medical image for example), so no one can distinguish the medium (original image), after the inclusion in the hidden message [3] .
The hidden message can be a plain text or his encrypted version. In this latter case (which is interesting here), we use the term steganocryptography. For this, we use a prior encryption of the hidden message, before the introduction in the original image, considered here as a medium coverage. We propose to use a symmetric en-cryption algorithm, known as international standard. En agreement with the work of W. Puech and M. Rodrigues [4] , we choose the algorithm AES. This symmetric cipher uses blocs of data swapped of 128 bits and key sizes of 128, 192 or 256 bits.
Example of AES Encryption and Decryption [2]
Password: Creatisuniversitedelyon Plaintext: Secure transfer in medical imagery Encrypt it: z4USOP2/O1sZdydqd4hSddOQUfRQabfKUCAoJP2drF 6entGV
Decrypt it: Secure transfer in medical imagery
Conversion of this Encrypted Message in New Digital Message, ASCII 8 Bits by Character [5]
z4U50P2/O1sZdydqd4hSdd0QU……… 01110100011010001010101001101010100111101010000 00110010001011110100111100…..
Insertion by Steganography of Digital Data in Original Digital Image
These methods require five successive steps: The first step is to divide the image into 8 × 8 square blocks (one byte for one grey level). In the second step we compute the different DCT coefficients (Discrete Cosine Transform [6] of these different blocks.
We select, in the third step, two spectral coefficients: (a mn ) and (a kl ) in the block i. Their location, in this block requires 2 × (2 × 3) bits. These 12 bits, expressed with two ASCII characters (6 bits per character) are the beginning of the shared hidden key.
In the 4th step we use the following rule: If b i = 1 and (a kl ) (a mn ) or if b i = 0 and (a kl ) (a mn ) nothing is changed .If these conditions are not carried out we exchange the values of (a kl ) and (a mn ).
The amplitudes of the change of the spectral coefficients can be adjusted depending on the level of noise and the rounding's error. The frequency's position of the two coefficients is important. If it is located in BF, the method is robust, but risk of be visually detectable.
Instead, if it is located in HF, the original image will be virtually unchanged, but the method will be more sensitive to photometric fluctuations.
Variant
If necessary, for obtain another form of resistance to attacks, we can take different coordinates for the coefficients (a mn ) and (a kl ). In this case, it is possible, for example, with one bit, of displace the sequence for the block i, for obtain the sequence of the block i + 1.
If coordinates (a kl )i = 010 and 011 ,and if coordinates (b mn )i = 001 and 100 we obtain the key chain for the block i: 010011001100 and 001001100110 for the block i + 1.
The detection of these coordinates is more difficult, but it is not possible to choice a single optimal domain for these coefficients, in the spectral plan.
We have the ability to hide 1 bit per square block or, for an original image of size 1024 × 1024, to hide 16384 bits .With ASCII code ,extension UNICODE (with 8bits per characters),we obtain the possibility to hide 2048 characters in this image.
The 5th step is the extraction of the hidden message. The method is similar to that the insertion: at the reception we compare the values of the two selected coefficients The previous rule allows us to know if the bit concerned is 1 or 0.
Remark: The marking brought a very slight loss of information, since the image in the reception is not exactly identical to original, but the quantity of bits transferred is the same.
It is important to note this favorable factor: Any location in the spectral domain involve an displaying in the image plane, which facilitate the invisibility of the insertion
Radiographic Application
The original image (Figure 1 ) is a pulmonary radiography, obtained in tomodensitometry (X ray scanner).
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After Discrete Cosine Transform DCT, we obtain this block, in the spectral domain. This approach has been submitted to a panel of radiologists from hospital, specialists from different imaging modalities and their comments and proposed additions have been included in this final implementation.
Generalization
The method proposed is well suited to the JPEG compressed images [7] because, in this case, the compression algorithm use also the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). It is possible to extend this method to color images, which can be considered as a set of three images black and white (RGB). In three dimensional imaging, we can consider 8 × 8 × 8 cube and use the 3D block DCT algorithm.
Conclusion
The steganocryptography can transmit, with invisibility and robustness, the information accompanying a medical digital radiography. The constraints of legal requirements, safety and confidentiality are fully satisfied.
